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A successive four-step model is proposed for spatially selective laser cooling of carriers in undoped semi-
conductor quantum wells. The four physical steps include the following processes: �1� cold electrons with
nearly zero kinetic energy are initially excited across a bandgap in a coherent and resonant way by using a
weak laser field; �2� the induced cold carriers in two different bands are heated via inelastic phonon scattering
to higher-energy states above their chemical potentials; �3� the resulting hot electrons and holes radiatively
recombine to release photons, thus extracting more power from the quantum well than that acquired during the
weak pump process; and �4� hot phonons in two surrounding hot barrier regions thermally diffuse into the
central cool quantum well, thereby cooling the entire lattice with time. Based on this model, a thermal-
diffusion equation for phonons including source terms from the carrier-phonon inelastic scattering and the
thermal radiation received by the lattice from the surrounding environment is derived to study the evolution of
the lattice temperature. At the same time, an energy-balance equation is applied to adiabatically find the spatial
dependence of the carrier temperature for a given lattice temperature at each moment. There are two interesting
findings in this paper. First, a V-shape feature in the carrier temperature is predicted by numerical calculations,
which becomes apparent only for initial lattice temperature above 150 K. Second, a thermal-drag of the carrier
temperature is found as a result of the strong carrier-phonon scattering. The difference between the lattice and
carrier temperatures resulting from the thermal-drag effect is larger in the barrier regions than in the well
region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum-well infrared photodetectors
generally need to be cooled in order to work more
efficiently.1 Carrier cooling in quantum-well photodetectors
will directly lead to a reduction of noise and an enhancement
of device detectivity. There have been two different ap-
proaches to cooling quantum wells, namely the direct and
indirect approaches. The direct approaches known to us in-
clude resonant tunneling,2 nonresonant thermionic cooling,25

and tunnel-junction cooling.4 The indirect approaches, on the
other hand, include optothermionic cooling,5 thermoelectric
cooling,6 and fluorescent cooling.7 Some of the above cool-
ing concepts provide very attractive possibilities for cryogen-
ics on a chip, either including contacts for a current flow
under a bias or excluding contacts by replacing the bias with
a resonant optical field. Optical on-chip cooling has many
advantages for space applications, such as zero vibration, no
moving parts, small volume, and light weight.

The homogeneous cooling of a solid via light-induced
fluorescence was proposed quite a long time ago.8–14 In these
proposals, part of the entropy due to the thermal motion of
carriers in the system is carried away by fluorescent photons.
Laser-induced fluorescent cooling of heavy-metal-fluoride
glass doped with trivalent ytterbium ions was the first real-
ization of this concept.7 This was closely followed by the
demonstrations of cooling in dye solutions15 and thulium-
doped glass.16 Laser cooling of a semiconductor has recently
been predicted to be able to reach much lower temperatures
than cooling in glasses, however, this remains an elusive goal
after having been pursued for several years.17–21 Until re-
cently, the only theories attempting to model the laser cool-
ing phenomenon are local simulation theories that include

rate equations for determining the steady-state carrier density
and the loss of lattice energy with several kinetic coeffi-
cients. These early theories17,18,20 neglect the change of car-
rier distributions with the temperature and only apply to situ-
ations with little change of temperature. The main feature of
the rate equation approach is its simplicity, but it is unable to
elucidate the essential physics behind the laser-cooling phe-
nomena. By using a nonlocal microscopic-level theory that
includes the effect of carrier distributions, our previous stud-
ies of homogeneous laser cooling of bulk semiconductors
have shown that the best cooling effects can be reached in
wide-bandgap semiconductors under near-bandedge inter-
band pumping by a weak field.19 A nonlinear pumping
scheme using a red laser was also proposed21 for the homo-
geneous laser cooling of wide-bandgap semiconductors with
an energy gap as large as 6 eV.

For the use of a wide-bandgap semiconductor, the rate for
the radiative decay of photocarriers is enhanced while reduc-
ing the the reduced rate for their nonradiative decay. There-
fore, the quantum efficiency of the system will be increased.
Although both the rate of optical absorption and that of pho-
toluminescence of carriers depend on the dipole moment of
the carriers, the reduction of the pump-field strength will
only decrease the optical absorption, but not the photolumi-
nescence. As a result, a positive net power loss, defined as
the difference between the power loss due to photolumines-
cence and the power gain due to optical absorption, can be
reached. This positive net power loss guarantees a cooling of
the system, although the speed of the temperature drop is
expected to be slow due to low carrier densities and small
carrier thermal energies compared to the large bandgap of the
semiconductor. Here we propose a four-step microscopic
model for fluorescence-induced spatially selective laser cool-
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ing of carriers in undoped semiconductor quantum wells,
which includes the change of carrier distributions with the
temperature and the spatial and temporal dependence of the
carrier temperature. From our numerical calculations, we
have found a V-shape feature in the carrier temperature due
to the quantum confinement of photocarriers and a thermal-
drag of the carrier temperature due to strong carrier-phonon
scattering. Most importantly, we have found that this V-shape
feature becomes apparent only for high enough initial lattice
temperature �above 150 K� because of the fact that the net
power loss is suppressed while the lattice temperature cools
down.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II is
devoted to the establishment of our four-step selective laser
cooling model and the theory for fluorescence-induced spa-
tially selective laser cooling of carriers in undoped semicon-
ductor quantum wells. Numerical results for the evolutions
of the profile of the carrier temperatures are displayed and
explained in Sec. III. The paper is briefly concluded in Sec.
IV.

II. MODEL AND THEORY

In this section, we propose a microscopic theory for
fluorescence-induced spatially selective laser cooling of car-
riers in undoped semiconductor quantum wells.22 Our model
is based on the following four successive physical steps that
are graphically represented in Fig. 1. The four steps are as
follows: �i� photoexcited cold carriers are initially generated
near the band edges coherently by a weak laser field; �ii� the
cold carriers in two bands are promoted to states above the
chemical potential by phonons, thus forming Fermi-Dirac

distributions; �iii� the hot electrons and holes recombine,
thereby extracting heat away from the system; �iv� hot
phonons thermally diffuse into the quantum well from barri-
ers to eventually cool down the lattice and carriers of the
system. This model includes the transport of phonons due to
the confinement of carriers within the quantum well. It also
provides us with an evolution of the spatial profile of the
carrier temperature. The carriers are cooled down through
thermal-drag effects.

After a dipole interaction with a weak incident pump
field, cold electrons and holes are coherently produced in
step one of our model, In step two, ultrafast scattering be-
tween phonons and carriers with an energy-relaxation time
on the order of 0.1 to 1 ps establishes two quasiequilibrium
Fermi-Dirac distributions for hot electron and hole plasmas.
The detailed balance between scattering of these electron
and hole plasmas gives rise to a uniform carrier temperature
Te=Th=T. During this second step of our model, the carrier
temperature T of the quasiequilibrium distributions depends
on the instantaneous value of the lattice temperature TL. In
step three, another dipole interaction causes the hot photo-
excited carriers to radiatively recombine, emitting photons
that carry the combined pump plus phonon energy out of the
system. In step four, the quantum confinement of carriers in
a quantum well, where both the optical absorption and the
photoluminescence of carriers occur, causes a spatial distri-
bution of the lattice temperature TL, in addition to a spatial
distribution of the carrier temperature T. During the fourth
step of our model, phonons from two warm barrier regions
thermally diffuse into the central cool quantum well due to
their finite group velocities, thereby cooling the entire lattice
and cooling carriers of the system through thermal-drag ef-
fects at the same time.

To meet the criterion of laser cooling in an undoped semi-
conductor quantum well, the pump laser field must be weak
to reduce the power gain from the absorption for the limited
power loss from the photoluminescence.19 This requirement
leads to a low photocarrier sheet density n2D. As a result,
both the nonparabolic energy dispersion, which is important
for large momentum of carriers,23 and the exchange interac-
tion between electrons or holes, which becomes appreciable
for thermal energy kBT of carriers below the Fermi energy,24

can be neglected. At the same time, the weak exciton effect
due to the screened exchange interaction between an electron
and a hole25 can also be ignored at moderate temperatures for
AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells, since the thermal
energy kBT of carriers becomes larger than the binding en-
ergy of an exciton. In addition, the screening from the photo-
excited electron and hole gases to the carrier-phonon
interaction,26 which can be described by a dielectric function
of interacting carriers, will be neglected here since the cor-
rection term is expected to be proportional to n2D.

The time evolution of the lattice-temperature profile TL�z�
during the last step of the successive four-step selective laser
cooling model is found to be determined by a thermal-
diffusion equation for phonons. This equation can be directly
derived from the Boltzmann transport theory with a position-
dependent temperature, and is given by

FIG. 1. An illustration of successive four steps �indicated by
bracketed numbers� of photoluminescence �PL�-induced spatially
selective laser cooling model for carriers in an undoped semicon-
ductor quantum well, where �e��h� is the chemical potential of
electrons �holes� in the quantum well. The upper inset of the figure
also displays the thermal diffusion of phonons and the quantum
well potential profile in the z direction, as well as the ground-state
wave function of electrons �curve with a peak�. The curve with a
V-shape-like feature in the inset represents the spatial profile of the
carrier temperature.
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where �=TA �transverse-acoustic mode�, LA �longitudinal-
acoustic mode�, TO �transverse-optical mode�, and LO
�longitudinal-optical mode�, �=�2kB

4 /60�3c2 is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, T0 is the constant surrounding tempera-
ture. Due to the z dependence of the lattice temperature
TL�z�, we employ a slab model in the z direction in this
paper. With this model, the lattice temperature takes TL�z�
in a narrow slab at z with a square cross-sectional area S
and a thickness �z. The initial condition of Eq. �1� is set by
TL=Ti at t=0, where Ti is the initial thermal-equilibrium
temperature between carriers and phonons. The boundary
conditions of Eq. �1� are set by �TL�z� /�z=0 at the center
�z=0� of a symmetric quantum well and by �����TL�z��
���TL�z� /�z�=��T0

4−TL
4�z�� at the two edges �z= ±zmax� of

the square-shape sample. In this paper, we assume an
electric-quantum limit for low carrier densities, i.e., the pho-
toexcited electrons and holes only occupy the ground states
of conduction and valence subbands. The unit volume spe-
cific heat of the semiconductor lattice introduced in Eq. �1�
is6
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where V is the volume of the sample, Q� = �q� ,qz� is the three-
dimensional wave vector of phonons, q� is the two-
dimensional wave vector in the xy plane of a quantum well,
qz is the phonon wave number in the z direction, 	LA=	LO
=1, and 	TA=	TO=2. In addition, the unit-volume thermal
conductivity introduced in Eq. �1� is given by

���TL�z�� =
1

3
s�

2�phcV
��TL�z�� , �3�

where �ph is the average phonon relaxation time, sTA=st,
sLA=s�, sLO=sTO=0, and st and sl are the sound velocities of
TA and LA phonon modes, respectively. Moreover, the nota-
tion 
q,��qz� in Eq. �2� is the angular frequency of phonons.
Using the Debye model for acoustic phonons,27 we have

q,TA�qz�=st

�q2+qz
2 and 
q,LA�qz�=s�

�q2+qz
2. 
q,LO�qz�

=
LO is a constant from the Fröhlich coupling model,28 and

q,TO�qz�=
TO is also considered to be a constant.

It has been known for a long time that the exciton effect at
room temperature becomes negligible in GaAs quantum
wells, as discussed at the beginning of this section. However,
the interaction between electron and hole plasmas is still ex-
pected to play a major role during the second step of the
four-step laser cooling model. The resulting detailed
balance,29 i.e., a steady-state condition for distributions of
hot electrons and holes, between interacting electron and
hole plasmas for individual energy states locks the carrier
temperatures to a common value T�z�, which depends on the

slab position. The strong confinement of the photoinduced
carriers within quantum wells prevents carriers from diffus-
ing in the z direction perpendicular to the quantum wells.
The time that the carriers require to adjust their temperature
is much shorter than the evolution time of the lattice tem-
perature. Therefore, the conservation of the total energy of
confined electrons and holes gives rise to the energy-balance
equation19 for the total energy of electrons and holes at each
slab position during the last step of the four-step laser cool-
ing model,

Wab�z� − Wsp�z� + Ws
e�z� + Ws

h�z� = 0. �4�

Equation �4� can be used to adiabatically determine the spa-
tial dependence of carrier temperature T�z� for each profile of
the lattice temperature TL�z� obtained from Eq. �1� at each
moment. The carrier temperature will be thermally dragged
down by the reduction of the lattice temperature with time.

The dominant source term in Eq. �1�, Ws
e�z�+Ws

h�z�, is
attributed to the inelastic scattering of photo-excited carriers
with phonons during the second step of the four-step laser
cooling model. The spatial distribution of the power ex-
changes Ws

��z� of electrons and holes with phonons are cal-
culated to be30
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��z� = −
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S
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� + �
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where �=e , h for electrons �e� and holes �h� ,1
��z� repre-

sents the wave functions of the electrons and holes in their
ground states. The free-carrier absorption, which is also
called the phonon-assisted intraband photon absorption,31 is
neglected for weak pump fields, k� is the two-dimensional
wave vector of carriers in the xy plane of a quantum well,
Ek

�=�2k2 /2m�
* is the kinetic energy of carriers, m�

* is the
effective mass of carriers, and N0�x�=1/ �exp�x�−1� is the
Bose-Einstein function. For �=TA in Eq. �5�, the coupling
matrix is32

�Cq,TA�qz��2 =
2��q2 + qz

2

2	0stV
�eh14�2q2�q4 + 8qz

4�
4�q2 + qz

2�4 , �6�

where 	0 is the mass density of ions and h14 is the piezoelec-
tric potential of semiconductors. The screening effect from
the carriers on the carrier-phonon interaction is neglected, as
discussed at the beginning of this section. In addition, for
�=LA we have
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where D is the deformation-potential coefficient of semicon-
ductors. For �=LO in Eq. �5�, we use the Fröhlich coupling
model28 to get

�Cq,LO�qz��2 =
�
LO

2V 	 1

��

−
1

�s

 e2

�0�q2 + qz
2�

, �8�

where �� and �s are separately the high-frequency and static
dielectric constants of semiconductors. However, the TO
phonons do not directly couple to charged particles.

In Eq. �5�, we have also introduced the dynamical distri-
butions fk

��T�z�� for photoinduced electrons ��=e� and holes
��=h�, which changes with time through the time-dependent
carrier temperature T�z�. During the second step of the four-
step laser cooling model, quasiequilibrium Fermi-Dirac dis-
tributions for hot electrons and holes at the temperature T�z�
are assumed in this paper because the time for their ultrafast
inelastic scattering with phonons �on the order of 1 ps� is
much shorter than their radiative-decay time �on the order of
1 ns�. This leads us to

fk
��T�z�� = 1 + exp	E1

� + �2k2/2m�
* − ��

kBT�z�

�−1

, �9�

where E1
� represents the edge of the first subband of either

electrons or holes, ���T�z� ,n2D� is the chemical potential of
carriers, and n2D is the sheet density of photoexcited carriers.
The three-dimensional density function of the quantum well
structure is given by n��z�=n2D�1

��z��2, which is uniform
within the xy plane of the quantum well. For the second step,
we further assume that the sheet density is constant during
the adiabatic thermal drag of the carrier temperature by the
lattice temperature, while the carrier distributions change
from initially coherent ones to quasiequilibrium ones given
by Eq. �9� through intraband scattering processes, including
carrier-impurity, carrier-phonon, and carrier-carrier scatter-
ing. The carrier-phonon scattering is primarily responsible
for the redistribution of kinetic energies of photoexcited
carriers33 into an initial thermal-equilibrium state just prior to
the radiative lifetime �nanosecond� of the system with an
initial equilibrium temperature Ti for both carriers and
phonons. On the other hand, the carrier-impurity and carrier-
carrier scatterings are responsible for the redistribution of the
carrier momentum33 into this thermal-equilibrium state. In
addition, the carrier-carrier scattering guarantees a common
temperature for electrons and holes.29 Due to the z depen-
dence of the carrier temperature T�z�, we employ a slab
model. With this model, the carrier temperature is T�z�
within a narrow slab with a thickness �z at z, and the chemi-
cal potential ���T�z� , n2D� in each slab for fixed T�z� and
n2D satisfies an equation for the the conservation of the num-
ber of created carriers,

1

�
�

0

+�

k dk1 + exp	E1
� + �2k2/2m�

* − ���T�z�,n2D�
kBT�z�


�−1

− n2D = 0, �10�

where �=e, h, ��1
��z��2 dz=1, and �n��z�dz=n2D.

The laser cooling �TL�z��Ti� or laser heating �TL�z�
�Ti� at each position z depends on the negative or positive
sign of the quantity Wab�z�−Wsp�z�, since the dominant
source term −�Ws

e�z�+Ws
h�z�� in Eq. �1� equals Wab�z�

−Wsp�z� by virtue of Eq. �4�. During the third step of the
four-step laser cooling model, the radiative decay and the
weak optical absorption compete with each other. The former
takes power away from the system, while the latter adds
power to the system. The z-dependent power loss due to the
escaping spontaneous photons is found to be19,34

Wsp�z� = �eh�z�
2��re

2

��2m0�0c3S	m0

me
* − 1
EG� �EG� + �0�
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 � �
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+
�2k2

2�* �2

fk
e�T�z��fk

h�T�z�� , �11�

where �eh�z�=1
e�z�1

h�z� represents the overlap of electron-
hole wave functions, EG� =EG+E1

e +E1
h is the bandgap of the

quantum well, EG is the bandgap of the bulk semiconductor
for the layer forming the well, �0 is the spin-orbit splitting,
1 /�*=1/me

*+1/mh
* is the reduced mass of carriers, m0 is the

free-electron mass, and �r= ���+�s� /2 is the average dielec-
tric constant of the semiconductor. The small temperature
dependence of EG is neglected for the limited variation of the
lattice temperature that occurs. Here, we have also neglected
nonradiative decay to defect states within the bandgap �pro-
portional to the product of the trap density, Nt, and the carrier
density� by assuming a relatively clean semiconductor binary
crystal with Nt�n2D, as well as the nonradiative decay due
to Auger recombination20 by assuming a very low carrier
density. The escape probability of emitted photons is taken to
be one for simplification. If included, the reabsorption of
emitted photons would cause a slight decrease of the power
loss in Eq. �11� and a slight increase of the power gain in Eq.
�12� below at the same time. The z-dependent power gain
due to the optical absorption of the laser field in the presence
of carrier scattering is found to be19

Wab�z� =
8

�S
�eh�z� e2Ep

2

2m0�p
2	m0

me
* − 1
EG� �EG� + �0�

EG� + 2�0/3
�

�	�
−�

�

dz� �eh�z��
 � �
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�2k2
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�„1 − fk

e�T�z�� − fk
h�T�z��…

�
�0

�EG� + �2k2/2�* − ��p�2 + �0
2 , �12�

where �0 is the homogeneous level broadening due to the
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finite lifetime of quasiparticles, Ep is the amplitude of the
pump laser, and �p is the angular frequency of the pump
laser.

The sheet density n2D of carriers generated by photoexci-
tation during the first step of the four-step laser cooling
model is assumed constant during the adiabatic change of the
carrier temperature. The relationship between n2D and the
pump field strength Ep for the initial time can be obtained
from a coherent density-matrix theory35 in the absence of
carrier scattering during the first step. We emphasize that the
carrier-photon system considered in this paper is not a black-
body system �rather, more like a grey-body system� and that
the use of a blackbody assumption36 cannot be justified. This
is attributed to the lack of detailed thermal balance between
input laser photons and induced carriers, to the different car-
rier and lattice temperatures, and to the change of carrier
distributions with time during the cooling �or heating� pro-
cess. The induced sheet density in Eq. �10� due to photoex-
citation is calculated as35

n2D =
1

2�
�

0

+�

k dk	1 −
�EG� − ��p + �2k2/2�*�

��EG� − ��p + �2k2/2�*�2 + 4�R
2 
 ,

�13�

where the Rabi splitting 2�R, which determines the power
broadening in the coherent distribution of carriers under
resonant excitation, is given by

�R
2 =

e2Ep
2

2m0�p
2	m0

me
* − 1
EG� �EG� + �0�

EG� + 2�0/3 	�
−�

�

dz �eh�z�
2

.

�14�

On the other hand, the initial thermal-equilibrium tempera-
ture Ti�Ti�T0� for carriers and phonons is obtained from the
energy conservation law

�
q� ,qz,�

�
q,��qz�N0	�
q,��qz�
kBT0


 − N0	�
q,��qz�
kBTi


�
= 2�

k�,�

�2k2

2m�
*  fk

��Ti�

−
1

2	1 −
�EG� − ��p + �2k2/2�*�

��EG� − ��p + �2k2/2�*�2 + 4�R
2 
� ,

�15�

where �=TA, LA, TO, LO, and �=e , h, respectively. For
very low carrier densities, we expect Ti�T0.

As stated at the beginning of this section, n2D must be
kept low to meet the criterion of laser cooling of undoped
semiconductor quantum wells. Under this assumption, the
ground-state electron and hole wave functions, 1

e�z� and
1

h�z�, and corresponding subband edges, E1
e and E1

h, in the
quantum well are simply found by solving the single-particle
Schrödinger equation

−
�2

2m�
*

d2

dz21
��z� + VQW

� �z�1
��z� = E1

�1
��z� , �16�

where �=e, h, and VQW
e �z� and VQW

h �z� represent the conduc-
tion �Vc� and valence �Vp� band offsets, respectively.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In our numerical calculations, we have chosen GaAs
as a material for the quantum well layer, and Al0.3Ga0.7As
as the material for the two barrier layers surrounding
the quantum well. The parameters for this quantum
well structure are as follows: me

*=0.067m0, mh
*=0.62m0,

EG=1.424 eV, Vc=243 meV, Vp=131 meV, �0=0.341
eV, �s=13.18, ��=10.89, �r= ��s+��� /2, �
LO=36.25
meV, �
TO=33.29 meV, sl=5.14�105 cm/s, st=3.04
�105 cm/s, 	0=5.3 g/cm3, D=−9.3 eV, h14=1.2
�107 V/cm, and �ph=3 ps. The other parameters in-
clude ��p−EG� =9.8 meV, Ep=30 V/cm, �0=0.66 meV,
S=1 cm2, and Ti=T0. With the parameters given above, our
calculation shows that E1

e =83.6 meV, E1
h=17.0 meV, and

EG� =EG+E1
e +E1

h=1.524 eV.
Figure 2 presents a qualitative illustration for the change

of the spatial dependence of the lattice temperature TL�z� in
the presence �solid curve� or the absence �dashed curve� of
phonon thermal diffusion. When the thermal diffusion of
phonons in Eq. �1� is not included, we find a V-shape feature
�dashed curve� in TL�z� at the center of a quantum well sur-
rounded by two barriers. However, this V-shape feature in
TL�z� disappears �solid curve� after the thermal diffusion of
phonons is included. The phonon diffusion reduces the lattice
temperature in the barrier and increases the lattice tempera-
ture inside the well simultaneously. Finally, a uniform TL�z�
will be established as a result of the phonon diffusion. We
emphasize that the carrier temperature T�z� is still expected

FIG. 2. An illustration of the spatial profiles of the lattice tem-
peratures TL�z� as a function of the position z with �solid curve� and
without �dashed curve� the phonon thermal diffusion after the pho-
toluminescence in the well �surrounded by two barriers� starts. A
V-shape feature �dashed curve� at the well center in the spatial
profile of the lattice temperature can be seen. The phonon diffusion
reduces the lattice temperature in the barrier and increases the lat-
tice temperature inside the well at the same time. Finally, a uniform
TL�z� is established by including the fast phonon-diffusion effect
�solid curve�. Although the lattice temperature becomes indepen-
dent of z, the carrier temperature can still exhibit a V-shape feature
at the well center due to the lack of the thermal diffusion of carriers
in the z direction.
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to exhibit a V-shape feature at the well center due to the lack
of the thermal diffusion of carriers in the z direction although
the lattice temperature TL�z� becomes independent of z. The
value of TL�z� at two edges of the sample is expected to be
lower than the surrounding temperature T0 because of a posi-
tive large thermal conductivity ���TL�z�� and a positive non-
zero derivative of TL�z� with respect to z in the boundary
condition �����TL�z����TL�z� /�z�=��T0

4−TL
4�z�� at z= ±zmax.

Figure 3 displays the time evolution of the carrier-
temperature profile T�z� as a function of �z� at Ti=T0=40 K.
Here, T�z� is symmetric with respect to z=0. The interesting
feature of T�z�, namely a half-V-shape feature and a lower
value in comparison with T0 at the edge of the sample due to
TL�T0 there, appears within a few radiative lifetimes �nano-
seconds� after the pump is turned on, and is a combined
result of the restricted net power loss Wsp�z�−Wab�z� in Eq.
�4� within the quantum well and the lack of thermal diffusion
of carriers in the z direction. The carrier temperature T�z� is
adiabatically obtained from a given profile of the lattice tem-
perature TL�z� at each moment. T�z� is found to be thermally
dragged down by TL�z� with time due to the strong carrier-
phonon scattering that tightly locks T�z� near and slightly
below TL�z� �displayed and explained in detail by Figs. 6 and
7, later�. It is evident from Fig. 3 that the carrier-temperature
“V” profile is effectively suppressed while the carrier tem-
perature is cooled down. In addition, the cooling rate dT /dt
decreases with the carrier temperature. In this case, the in-
elastic phonon scattering of photo-excited carriers mainly
comes from the LA and TA phonons at T�40 K. After 6 �s
from the start of photoluminescence, the half-V-shape feature
at z=0 has essentially vanished, as shown in Fig. 3. How-

ever, the situation in Fig. 4 is completely different at
T0=300 K. The carrier-temperature profile at T0=300 K
does not change at all as the carrier temperature decreases,
and dT /dt is kept constant with time. The initial half-V-
shape feature at z=0 remains constant throughout the time
evolution of T�z�. For this range of the carrier temperatures,
the inelastic phonon scattering of photoexcited carriers is
very effective and dominated by the LO phonons.

Using Fig. 5, we may explain the difference between
Figs. 3 and 4, where the time evolution of the net power-loss
profile Wsp�z�−Wab�z� is presented at T0=40 K. The z depen-
dence in the ground-state wave function 1

��z� for carriers,
as determined by Eq. �16�, is directly reflected by �eh�z�
=1

e�z�1
h�z� in Wsp�z�−Wab�z�, as seen from Eqs. �11� and

�12�. From Fig. 5 we find that the net power loss through the

FIG. 3. 3D plot of the calculated carrier temperature T as func-
tions of time t and position �z� at T0=40 K, where T is a symmetric
function of z with respect to z=0, and �z�=22.5 Å represents two
interfaces of the GaAs quantum well sandwiched by two
Al0.3Ga0.7As barrier layers. Here, the half-V-shape feature at z=0 in
the spatial profile of the carrier temperature is clearly visible within
a few radiative lifetimes �nanoseconds� after the pump is turned on,
and it disappears after 6 �s from the start of the
photoluminescence.

FIG. 4. 3D plot of the calculated carrier temperature T as func-
tions of time t and position �z� at T0=300 K. Here, the visible half-
V-shape feature at z=0 in the spatial profile of the carrier tempera-
ture is retained, even after 6 �s from the start of the
photoluminescence.

FIG. 5. 3D plot of the calculated power-loss density Wsp−Wab

as functions of time t and position �z� at T0=40 K, where Wsp

−Wab is also a symmetric function of z with respect to z=0.
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inelastic scattering of two-dimensional carriers with three-
dimensional LA and TA phonons is maximized at the well
center z=0, but the inelastic scattering is nearly zero in the
barrier regions ��z��22.5 Å� due to the lack of available car-
riers there. However, the initial net power-loss profile
Wsp�z�−Wab�z� disappears when t=6 �s because of the
nearly unchanging power gain Wab due to 1− fk

e�T�z��
− fk

h�T�z���1 in Eq. �11�, as well as the strong simultaneous
reduction of power loss Wsp due to the strong reduction of
fk

e�T�z��fk
h�T�z�� with T�z� in Eq. �12�, while the carrier tem-

perature cools down. The features seen in this figure for the
time evolution of the net power-loss profile Wsp�z�−Wab�z�
directly provide an explanation to the complete suppression
of the carrier-temperature “V” profile T�z� at T0=40 K in
Fig. 3 when t=6 �s.

The strong carrier-phonon inelastic scattering in GaAs is
dominated by LO phonons at room temperature in GaAs. On
the other hand, the carrier-phonon scattering will be weak
and dominated by LA and TA phonons if the lattice tempera-
ture TL is kept low, e.g. TL=40 K. The carrier-phonon cou-
pling strength dynamically determines the magnitude of the
difference TL�z�−T�z� between the lattice and carrier tem-
peratures through the energy-balance equation in Eq. �4� for
a given lattice temperature TL�z�. For the case of laser cool-
ing with dT /dt�0 or a positive net power loss Wsp�z�
−Wab�z��0, we find TL−T�0, i.e., the carriers gain thermal
energy from the lattice. In this case, the carrier temperature
T�z� is dragged down by the reduction of the lattice tempera-
ture TL�z� with time, i.e., the thermal-drag effect. The
thermal-energy exchange between carriers and phonons is
characterized by the z-dependent exchange specific-heat
cex�z� �in unit volume and time� defined by the relation
cex�z��TL�z�−T�z��=Ws

e�z�+Ws
h�z�. We display in Fig. 6 the

time evolution of the profile for the difference TL−T between
the lattice and carrier temperatures at T0=40 K. From Fig. 6
we find that the initial difference profile TL�z�−T�z� is seen

to be larger in the barrier regions than in the well region.
This is attributed to the reduction of the carrier-phonon cou-
pling strength, or a small value of cex�z�, in the barrier region
due to the lack of available carriers there. The initial differ-
ence profile at T0=40 K nearly disappears when t=6 �s due
to the suppressed net power loss by the reduced carrier tem-
perature T�z�, as shown in Fig. 5. However, the situation in
Fig. 7 with T0=77 K is dramatically different. We do not see
an initial enhancement of TL−T in the barrier region for this
initial temperature because of the relatively strong carrier-
phonon coupling strength, or a large value of cex�z�, with LO
phonons at T0=77 K. As the lattice temperature is cooled
down to 40 K at t=6 �s, the strong coupling with LO
phonons at 77 K is replaced by a weak coupling with LA and
TA phonons at 40 K. The suppression of cex�z� with the
reduced lattice temperature leads to an enhancement of
TL−T in the barrier region in Fig. 7 at t=6 �s. The enhance-
ment of TL−T in the barrier region will further evolve with
time, as described in Fig. 6.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a successive four-step model has been pro-
posed for spatially selective laser cooling of carriers in an
undoped AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well. Based on
this model, a thermal-diffusion equation for phonons, includ-
ing carrier-phonon inelastic scattering and thermal radiation
from the surrounding environment as source terms, has been
derived. At the same time, an energy-balance equation for
the total energy of hot electrons and holes at each position
has been established. These two equations have been applied
together to find the time evolution of the lattice temperature,
and to adiabatically find the spatial dependence of the carrier
temperature for a given lattice temperature at each moment.

In addition, two features in the carrier temperature have
been predicted; there is a V-shape feature at the well center
and a lower value in comparison with the surrounding tem-
perature. The former is attributed to the fact that the net

FIG. 6. 3D plot of the calculated difference between the lattice
and carrier temperatures TL−T as functions of time t and position �z�
at T0=40 K, where TL−T is a symmetric function of z with respect
to z=0.

FIG. 7. 3D plot of the calculated difference between the lattice
and carrier temperatures TL−T as functions of time t and position
�z� at T0=77 K.
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power loss only effectively occurs within the well region and
is maximized at the well center, while the latter is attributed
to the fact that there exists a positive large thermal conduc-
tivity and a positive nonzero derivative of the lattice tem-
perature at the boundaries of two edges of the sample. These
features also agree with our intuitive expectations from spa-
tially selective laser cooling of carriers in an undoped quan-
tum well. The really interesting finding in this paper is that
the V-shape feature in the carrier temperature survives only
when the initial lattice temperature is above 150 K. A lower
initial lattice temperature implies a lower ultimate lattice
temperature after a time of lattice cooling. This interesting
finding is explained by the fact that the fluorescence of the
system greatly decreases when the carrier temperature is
thermally dragged down from its initial temperature due to
carrier-phonon coupling to a value below 150 K, which sup-
presses the net power loss of the system. Another really in-
teresting finding in this paper is that the difference between

the lattice and carrier temperatures is larger in the barrier
regions than in the well region. A smaller carrier-phonon
coupling strength implies a larger difference between the lat-
tice and carrier temperatures. The mechanism for laser cool-
ing of the carrier temperature that is pinned to and slightly
lower than the lattice temperature is built on the thermal-drag
effect. At 40 K or below, the carrier-phonon coupling
strength is much smaller in the barrier regions compared to
that in the well region due to the lack of available carriers in
the barriers.
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